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The team at Linebox Studio has designed a series
of one-of-a-kind furnishing pieces specifically
created for the residences at St. Charles Market.
Using classical materials inspired by the original
St. Charles Church, each of these handcrafted
pieces has been built by a local artisan.

EN T RY
B E N CH
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Crafted from reclaimed church pews, this Entry Bench features
an original end piece on one side and a detailed brass bracket
on the other. The Entry Bench has a clear coat but is not
refinished to reﬂect the character and history of the piece.
The bench measures approximately 3' long. It is a delightful
conversation piece meant to connect people back to the
church, its history and demonstrate the synergies between the
old and the new.
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P EW-STYLE
BEN C H
BA R HE I GHT OR TA BLE HE I GHT

Here the classic wooden church pew is
reimagined as a bench for entertaining
or dining. This comfortable bench is
available in bar height or table height and
features lovely brass connection pieces
and feet that enable it to slide. The bench
can be used with any table or kitchen
island, or paired with the moveable
island table in this series.
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TAB L E
EXT E N S ION
This fixed in place wood eat-in dining
table is positioned next to the island,
extending the island’s dining space by
another 4 places. The table is warm and
textured and features wood and brass
detailing that further connects with the
history of St. Charles.
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WOOD
ISLA ND
WRAP
This eye-catching and functional 2' wide
solid white oak kitchen island wrap provides
the opportunity for your inner-chef to
prepare and plate a meal while guests
watch or participate. It’s part of the art
of entertaining.
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WO OD S C R EEN
WA L L
This custom-designed Wood Screen is
fixed to the ﬂoor and adds texture and
warmth to the suite space. The wall
provides privacy using perfectly angled
and milled wood pieces. This screen
wall is more of a furniture piece that
also allows residents to divide space
functionally and beautifully.
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MOV EA BLE
ISLAND
This versatile solid white oak piece can
be used as a sideboard, dining table or
moveable kitchen island. At bar height it
is ideal for dining or social gathering.
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C REATIVE
N OOK

This intriguing multi purpose metal desk
and shelf is custom crafted from powder
coated metal with a wood top. Use it as
an office, library or media nook or a place
to store and read cookbooks. It adds
artistic functionality to your space.
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GAR D E N
P LAN TER
This handsome planter made from
powder coated metal, transforms a
balcony into a functional and private
growing space. Ideal for herb gardens,
vegetables or ﬂowering plants, the garden
planter has an elevated stand and adds
a beautiful aesthetic to the outdoors.
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LIG HTING
OBJ EC TS
Our design team has selected a series
of contemporary light fixtures for the
horizontal homes at St. Charles Market.
Much like the Objects, these light fixtures
are beautiful, simple and functional. The
fixtures are sourced from established and
reputable lighting design firms in Canada
and from around the world. Each one will
complement and imbue each space with
artistic functionality.
The fixtures are atypical – destined to spark
conversations and create a visual stir within
the interior environment.

LINEAR PENDANT OVER ISLAND

OWALO 7000
A tranquil and balanced pendant illuminates
both kitchen surfaces and dining rooms using
the latest led technology.
MANUFACTURER: SECTO
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CHANDELIER OVER DINING AREA TABLE

O CTO 4240
This grand yet airy pendant is a new classic.
Fits surpisingly well in a variety of spaces
because of its airiness.
MANUFACTURER: SECTO
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LINEAR PENDANT OVER ISLAND

AN G O LO
S US PE N S I O N
This is a stylish and sexy light. It is made
of three oxidised aluminum rails wth a
square section of 13x13 mm in a shape of
parallel pipe. It makes any dining room
uber cool.
MANUFACTURER: VIABIZZUNO
DESIGNER: ALESSANDRO FANTETTI
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CHANDELIER OVER DINING AREA

C 2 A NELLI
The suspension "halo" light is made of oxidised extruded aluminum.
An internal light makes the rings glow and casts a beautiful soft light
your guests will appreciate.
MANUFACTURER: VIABIZZUNO
DESIGNER: ROMA MENDELSOHN
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PENDANT FOR WORKSTATION

SUL SOLE VA
Leather, glass and metal. These three elements
form a simple and elegant light piece with a
little edge. The leather belt suspends the glass
bulb and illuminates a glass bulb underneath.
MANUFACTURER: VIABIZZUNO
DESIGNER: NERI & HU
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PENDANT FOR ADDITIONAL ISLAND LIGHT

P ELED SOFF IT TO
(4 ROD)

This ceiling light has a base that anchors
a series of either 4 or 8 powder-painted
aluminum rods. Each rod is connected
by a joint allowing it to point in
different directions.
MANUFACTURER: VIABIZZUNO
DESIGNER: ANTONI AROLA
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CHANDELIER OVER DINING AREA

MUF F I N S
PEN DA N T
SMOKED GLASS + EUROPEAN OAK TOP
The timeless Muffins collection represents an
extraordinary lighting experience. It has taken
on an iconic status thanks to its masterful design
and assembly. The lights feature a billowing glass
shade set in a handcrafted wood base together
with a naked filament bulb. Multiple shapes,
sizes and a broad palette of glass colours and
woods is available.
MANUFACTURER: BROKIS
DESIGNER: LUCIE KOLDOVÁ & DAN YEFFET
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